
Considering all technological advancement, do we still need to learn a new language?

Some argue that as nowadays we are equipped with advanced tools which easily 
convert a language to another in a glimpse, no more do we need to learn a foreign 
language and so it is a waste of time. I strongly disagree with this notion and believe 
that learning a new language is even more advantageous and demanded needed for 
people in this developed world.

Firstly, as a result of tremendous technological advances both in computer and 
transportation fields over the last half century, the world has become smaller and the 
information flow has enhanced in terms of speed and quality. 
Subsequentlyconsequently, it is more probable that people are exposed to by different 
languages. For instance, thanks to the Internet, people can easily can connect to 
someone in another part of the world just through clicking a bottonm; so that they are 
more likely to socialize with individuals speaking a foreign language these days 
comparing to the past. It is also much easier and cheaper to travel to other countries 
where your language knowledge enables you to mingle with various 
persons/individuals. 

Moreover, learning a new language is not only a means to meet your necessities but 
also empowers your brain ability by memorizing new vocabularies and opens a new 
window to the world. Having a good command of a foreign language, people access new 
sources of knowledge, attitude, researches and mainstreams which expand your their 
perspective on life.   In fact, recent technological thriving provides language learners 
with plenty of online tools and supplementary materials that make the education 
process even more convenient and pleasant.

All in all, knowing a new language would bring us more friends, knowledge, wisdom and 
many other positive outcomes, which is worth spending time and energy on that 
regardless of the fact that how easy much technological progress has made life 
easier/facilitated life. 


